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**Abstract:** Today consideration process stalking as unfinished crime gains relevance. So called stalkers most often are the reason of unnatural behavior of the victim which can lead to deterioration in vital indicators including to disability for an accident cause. Having more psychological definition crime is reflected legally in offense of private space of the victim. At the same time from position of the criminal legislation of the Republic of Kazakhstan, that action isn’t punished. Nevertheless, at the combined use of standards of the civil, criminal and administrative legislation and also at sequence correct use, progression of modern legal mechanisms, those actions aren’t the inapplicable party of modern law.
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**Introduction**

Dividing stalking into stages we can identify three stages of prosecution. All stages cardinally differ according to social behavioral characteristics, motives and extent of socially dangerous or personally dangerous act. So in stalking interest the
stalkers some characteristics of the victim observed. The personal sympathy, not shown aggression, certain level of an inclination, unexpressed offenses, debt and other reasons of dissatisfaction classified by the psychological legislation can be these characteristics (1).

Materials and Methods
First of all, stalker as a rule collects data of pursued. Existence of these data can be both public and personal (2). At the same time, receiving data of public character, the stalker violates nothing the rights and freedoms pursued as all received data are public element (3). However, practice shows that stalkers aren't limited to public data and generally pass line inquiring about personal data of the pursued object (4). At the same time it should be noted that obtaining data about pursued being public information isn't stalking. Respectively, any invasion into personal space of the victim is prosecution. Housing, some places of stay, habit, close people, secrets, the relations and other elements can be that private space (5).

The second stage of persecution assumes itself invasion of the stalker into private space pursued without knowledge of consent. The short distance visual analysis of objects of the private use pursued imperceptible observation, collection of information about pursued and theft of personal objects pursued can be that invasion (6). Most often those stalkers keep certain diary of observations for pursued where most often there is video, audio and photo record. These records received without the knowledge of the object or without appropriate sanction are an element of infringement of personal space in the criminal way. Also at this stage of prosecution there are trophies collected by the stalker from number stolen it the personal belongings which are thrown out by the victim (7). In the presence of those prosecution proofs, those physical evidences are good cause for involvement of the stalker to civil, administrative or criminal liability (8).

The third stage of prosecution is the persuasive behavior of the stalker without direct contact with the victim. That behavior most often is followed by phenomenon of moral decline of the victim because of fear of infliction of harm of life or to health that finally leads to victim reckless actions. At this stage stalkers become visible for the victim intentionally, for the purpose of threat. So, without expressing the motive in words and in actions, the stalker tries to obtain panic, as is the main instrument of infliction of harm to the victim. Deliberately appearing suddenly, gesticulating, in certain cases even threatening the victim, stalkers bring the victim out of psychological balance (9).

In the world literature stalkers are divided into six main types.

The first type of stalkers is kaves. The motive of the real stalkers is expressed in self-realization. Being been psychologically unsatisfied they as a rule leave business cards in public places, drawing certain signs or painting the pseudonyms on a review of the public (10).

The second type of stalkers is roleplayers. The motive of the real stalkers is expressed in simulation popular to the screen version of the film industry (11).

The third type of stalkers is intelligence agents. The presents find application in military, economic and industrial espionage (12).

The fourth type of stalkers is outcast. The persons unsatisfied or rejected in the relations with an opposite sex also are in the habit to pursue the victim (13).

The fifth type of stalkers is bouncers. As rule, they pursue debtors collecting information on their solvency with the purpose to have information that to require in compensation of damage (14).

The sixth type of stalkers is fans. Idealizing of certain person the persecutor can beat out pursued from stable condition (15).

Conclusion
Working in compliance with the specifics of behavior stalkers are in the habit to remove pursued from psychological balance that can lead to drawing to the health and life of pursued material and moral damage with risk of harm infliction. The present does stalkers by extremely dangerous segment of the persons who have committed an easy crime.
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